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ABSTRACT 

The principle aim of this thesis was to investigate Integration, in 

particular the integration of Roman Catholic Schools in New Zealand. By 

March 1983 every Roman Catholic School had integrated (258) . 1 
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Historically, in the 1960's and early 1970's, 252 teaching Religious 

left their schools, many left religious life. Their defection created a 

spiritual problem, disillusioned youth left the Church. At this point, the 

Catholic Authorities missed an opportunit y : to investigate caus es of the 

spiritual malaise and to ask serious questions about whether Catholic schools 

were the best solution to it. Instead they turned a spiritual problem into 

a financial one by replacing the religious with paid lay staff. In turn, 

this financial problem became a political one, with the Catholic Authorities 

s eeking increased Government assistance to their s chools . In 1973, the 

Labour Party, in Government, called a State Aid Conference from which a 

Steering Committee drafted the concept of Integration, in 1975, to become a 

Bill (Act?). 

This controversial Private Schools Conditional Integration Act, termed 

the '~hotgun wedding', steamrolled through the dying session of Parliament 

amidst continual protest from the National Party, in Opposition. The Act 

provided for the conditional and voluntary integration of private schools 

into the State system on a basis in which their special character is pre-

served and safeguarded. Special character is the Trojan Horse inserted into 

a Bill that has had the effect of jeopardising the goodwill hard won by many 

Catholics in New Zealand regarding their schools. 

With Integration, the Roman Catholic Bishops agreed to meet the up

grading costs of all New Zealand Catholic Schools before the State is 
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prepared to take over their future maintenance. Few non-Catholic Private 

Schools went ahead with this upgrading integration condition having got what 

they wanted: a continuance of State Aid. This serious financial commitment 

signed for all Roman Catholic schools has caused a financial crisis within 

the Catholic Church diverting money and energy from other Church projects 

and neglecting Catholic children in State schools. 

Besides the enormous cost to the Catholic Church, millions of dollars 

of Housing Corporation money is loaned to Roman Catholic schools for two

thirds2 of their cost at a time of loan cut-backs. Whilst State schools are 

drastically cut back financially there appears to be no cut back financially 

of Government money to integrated schools. Bitterness and ill-feeling is 

mounting in the State sector. What a cost to the Catholic Church for it 

seems their spiritual problem that became a financial problem, then a 

political one is boomeranging back as a spiritual problem. A questionnaire 

on Faith (taken from the Baptismal questions) and on practice (from Canon 

Law) was given, as part of this thesis, to Catholic children in State schools 

and in Roman Catholic schools, under exactly the same conditions [State 

school Catholics score higher in Faith]. Was it worth it to pour millions 

of dollars into a system, from which 600 religious had left since Integration, 

and which still claims to have a special character belonging to the Roman 

Catholic church, with half its lay-staff non-Catholics? 
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PREFACE 

This thesis arose from a probing into why youth who had been educated 

at Roman Catholic schools were leaving the Church. From many interviews, 

the blame often seemed levied at their education. Therefore, the starting 

point was Catholic schools. Contact was made with every university in New 

Zealand for research on Roman Catholic schooling. None was found. At this 

stage Catholic Authorities had agreed to integrate all schools at a cost of 

over $60million. It was assumed that before facing such a cost their product 

would have been tested. Requests for research studies into the effectiveness 

of Roman Catholic schools was made to those involved only to find there was 

no such research done on their New Zealand schools. It just seemed to be 

taken for granted that they were effective despite the drop-out rate of 

youth from the Church after years of Catholic schooling. 

The author sought overseas studies on Catholic Education. From this 

began a correspondence with Michael Hornsby-Smith who, as a Catholic 

Sociologist and lecturer at the University of Surrey, undertook research 

into the religious outcomes from Catholic schools in England and Wales. He 

realised that the Catholic community in England and Wales had devoted much 

of its energy and resources to the establishment and maintenance of schools, 

yet vital questions concerning their academic and religious outcomes remained 

unanswered because the necessary research had not been undertaken. 

Through corresponding with Professor William Mccready, sociologist at 

Loyola University of Chicago, who had also studied Catholic schools, contacts 

were given for Australian research Korkers which the author followed through. 

Fahy had undertaken a research into the effectiveness of some Australian 

Catholic schools. 
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With this background knowledge, obtained from all available books on 

Catholic Education, including recent Vatican findings, the author concentrated 

next on Integration. Whilst most private religious schools judged that 

integration was not in their best interests the Bishops of New Zealand chose 

integration for all their schools . 

Maureen Wilson's thesis on State Aid to Private Schools proved valuable 

introductory material, followed by the blue book of the Steering Committee 

for integration. John Joliff, Integration Officer, Department of Education, 

supplied valuable background material together with a copy of an integration 

agreement. Personal contact through telephone and letters with Joliff, 

formed the primary source of this introductory section. The Honourable 

Merv Wellington, Minister of Education, kindly supplied further initial 

background material. Colin McGeorge and Ivan Snook's book Church, State 

and New Zealand Education, provided useful background information. 

Early in the thesis it was decided that a back-up study was needed on 

the outcomes of Catholic schooling. The product must measure the cost. So 

a questionnaire was planned which would test the faith and practice of 

Catholic children of both Catholic schools and State schools. Two prominent 

priests, one an educationist, the other a theologian, approved the question

naire as a suitable g~uge of faith and practice. 

The next step involved access to Catholic schools. This proved 

difficult. At first strong opposition seemed to halt the research. Then, 

after the approval of one school Principal, the others agreed but on 

condition that their schools would not be identified in the thesis. To 

safeguard this confidentiality it was imperative that no differentiation by 

sex should be given in the Tables of Chapter Four. 
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Once the Catholic schools questionnaires were completed, the next step 

spanned three months of personal interviewing by the author of State school 

Catholics in their homes, with their parent's prior approval. It was 

essential that the author administer all questionnaires so that there be 

perfect uniformity for comparative research. 

All questionnaires were then forwarded to the Computer Centre at Massey 

University for processing of data. 

Because Integration is a controversial issue it has re ceived consider

able attention by the press, especially the two Catholic Weeklies: The 

Tablet and Zealandia. The newspaper study provided continual amounts of 

information for this thesis. 

Added to thes e were private intervie~s with Pat Hoult, 9 May 1983, at 

his Executive Office for Catholic Education in Wellington; with Father 

O'Neill, SM, one of the original negotiators for Integration; with Marshall, 

Labour MP (by phone); Jack Mulheron, Soci e ty for the Protection of Public 

Education (by phone), and with some involved in Private religious schools in 

New Zealand, which chose against integration. 

Numerous letters sought information from Catholic Diocesan Education 

Offices, regarding cost of Integration. Unfortunately the author met with 

unexpected secrecy, especially in the Auckland Dioc ese. Though the Bishop 

recorrunended this information be made available for thesis purposes, it was 

still withheld. Right up to the eleventh hour the author tried to obtain 

this data. Bishop Gaines, Hamilton, strongly recommended that the finance 

data presented to Government of all Dioces e cost be made available to bring 

the thesis up to date, but this too was refused. The data was kept secret. 

During the negotiations (late 1983 ) with Go\·ernment the author sought this 
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information from the Minister of Education three times, and finally tried 

under the Information Act but no Diocesan figures were given. Letters 

remained unanswered, costs remained secret. The Labour Education spokesman 

Marshall MP, in an interview by telephone, admitted knowing nothing of the 

Catholic submission to Government which in January of 1984 secured for 

Catholic schools a further $6.6million of Housing Corporation money at 7.5 

per cent. 

Apart from the Minister's refusal to provide finance data, it was onl y 

within the Catholic sector that information was withheld. Government Offi ces, 

such as Housing Corporation and Department of Education untiringly answered 

queries. Executive members of the New Zealand Educational Institute for 

State Primary teachers and the Post Primary Teachers Association readily 

made all requested data available. This thesis is a result of such data . 

It was carried out for the good of the Roman Catholic Church. The author 

hopes it to be a stimulus to further sociological research. 




